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STAYING SAFE WITH A SEVERE GRASS ALLERGY
Tips for treating your symptoms – and preventing them
ACHOO! If the only thing that a grass allergy could do was give you the sniffles now and then, it would be no big deal. 
But grass allergies are nothing to sneeze at. Every year they make millions of people miserable. Many patients have 
symptoms so severe that getting through the day is difficult – and then the allergy disturbs their sleep when day is done.
 
The good news: chances are excellent that proven treatments and simple precautions can help you to relieve severe 
grass allergy symptoms, feel like yourself again, and get back to enjoying outdoor activities instead of hiding from the 
fresh air and sunshine.

THE PERILS OF POLLEN  
What’s in grass that so many people are allergic to? By far the biggest culprit is pollen. And unlike many flowers and 
trees, grasses pollinate for a long time, through much of spring and summer. You can’t see microscopic grass pollen, 
but it’s hard to avoid. It’s in the outdoor air, so whenever you’re outside pollen easily finds its way onto your clothing and 
skin and into your lungs.

Grass allergy is one of the most common pollen allergies. It can strike any age. There are many different kinds of grass, 
and if you are allergic to one type it’s likely that you are allergic to others as well.

Of course, there are plenty of other plant pollens outdoors in spring and summer. How do you know if it’s grass you’re 
allergic to? A trip to the doctor for a simple skin-prick test can often provide the answer. Don’t ignore this step: knowing 
what’s causing your allergy is the key to finding the most effective treatments. And once you identify your allergy enemy, 
relieving your symptoms may be easier than you expect. 

KNOW THE SYMPTOMS
If you have a severe grass allergy, you may notice common and well-known allergy symptoms like sneezing, a runny 
or stuffy nose, and itchy or watery eyes. That’s bad enough, but there are more possible symptoms that you may not 
associate with a grass allergy. 

They include …
• Persistent dry cough
• Sore throat
• Wheezing
• Difficulty breathing or asthma attack
• Fatigue
• Headache
• Dark circles under the eyes
• Rash or hives

Symptoms vary from person to person, and they vary in intensity too. Be on the lookout for new symptoms, as well 
as changes in symptoms you’ve had for a long time. Let your doctor know what’s happening so your treatments can 
be adjusted.
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SWEET RELIEF
In the war against allergies, modern medicine has given us a powerful arsenal of weapons for symptom relief. You 
should expect that some trial and error will be necessary to find out which medicines work best for you. 

• Antihistamines fight a chemical substance in your body that causes allergic symptoms. Older antihistamines   
 often made people drowsy; now there are several newer antihistamines that don’t. Some are available without   
 a prescription.
• Nasal steroid sprays put the medicine right where you need it, to reduce nasal inflammation and mucus.
• Eye drops can help red, itchy eyes to look and feel better.
• Allergy shots (immunotherapy) may help to make your body less sensitive to grass, reducing the need for   
 medicine while providing years of relief. But they’re not for everyone, so ask your doctor.

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
How can you live with a severe grass allergy when grass pollen is everywhere? There’s a lot you can do to reduce 
your exposure to pollen. That may help to reduce your symptoms, or prevent them from appearing in the first place. To 
minimize your pollen exposure you have to learn to think about all of the different ways pollen tries to sneak into your 
life, and nip it in the bud. Here are some proven pollen-busting tips that can help:

• Check local pollen-count information every day.
• Pollen counts are often high in the morning and on windy days – good times to stay indoors.
• Keep windows and doors closed whenever the pollen count is high.
• Use your home and car air conditioners. Most have filters that trap pollen. And keep those car windows 
 rolled up.
• Find someone else to mow the lawn. If you must mow, wear a pollen mask.
• Shower after spending time outdoors, and change your clothes too. Do it as soon as you come inside to   
 prevent the pollen you’ve picked up from spreading throughout your home.
• Wash your bedding and pajamas often too. You spend a lot of time in them, and pollen loves to stick to fabrics.
• Dry laundry in a dryer, instead of outdoors where it can pick up more pollen.
• Many vacuums stir up dust and pollen. It’s another chore best done by someone else, or while wearing a 
 pollen mask.
• Your shoes track pollen through your home too. Keep flooring as clean as you can, and consider reducing 
 or eliminating rugs and carpets.  

Remember, preventing allergy symptoms is often easier than treating them once they begin.

A WORD ABOUT FOOD
Having a severe grass allergy makes it more likely that you may have an allergic reaction to eating certain fresh 
fruits and vegetables, including tomatoes, potatoes and peaches. Not everyone who has a grass allergy will have this 
problem, and even those who do can usually eat these foods safely if they are cooked or baked. Symptoms may include 
itching, tingling, or burning in the mouth or throat. They usually go away within minutes. Tell your doctor if you notice 
such symptoms. 

BREATHE EASY!
Now that you’ve learned more about severe grass allergies, you can have greater confidence in your ability to control 
your symptoms. With the right medicine and a few commonsense precautions, chances are you can feel better and 
enjoy just about any activity you like. So put pollen in its place … and get on with living! 
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Find free information and caring support at:

WWW.SEVEREALLERGYCONNECT.COM

This guide is for informational purposes only. It is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any health condition, or to replace the 

advice and care of your doctor or other healthcare professional.
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